
Two young people review 'Identity': 
 

Nicole Cunliffe, aged 14 writes: 
 
The institute of mental health have been holding their first exhibition: ‘IDENTITY’ 
at the Sir Campbell Building, part of the University of Nottingham. The exhibition 
included canvas works from various artists with mental health issues such as 
depression, bipolar and anxiety. A lot of the paintings were focused on the 
emotions the artist felt while experiencing what may have been the hardest part 
of their life. But also, some of the paintings show the recovery they had and their 
views about life now. 
 
The paintings that stood out to me were the ones by Paine Proffitt and Nicola 
Oliver. Both showed the stages of life the artists went through while suffering 
from their mental disorders. Though they had a similar aspect, the paintings 
contrasted greatly in emotion. Proffitt’s paintings, although, sad- showing the 
state of depression the artist had felt at the time, also seemed peaceful, due to 
the soft colours made by acrylics, curved lines and blurred tones. The last 
painting in this collection: ‘letting go of the past’ is my favourite of the three. The 
man appears to be falling into the clouds while releasing a dove. The painting 
seems the most peaceful and lightest, the blues from the previous paintings are 
replaced by subtle shades of lilacs and pinks. 
 
‘letting go of the past’ by Paine Proffitt 
 
Nicola Oliver’s paintings, again, a set of three paintings in chronological order, 
are much different to those of Proffitt’s. The colours are much louder, including 
many yellows, blacks and blues. The style of paint is much more detailed and 
very surreal. From the information she gives in writing you can see the 
inspirations come through in the paintings. The colours create chaos, anger and 
confusion that were probably felt through the artist’s crisis. The second painting 
which is called ‘recovery’ was there to show the people who gave her help when 
she needed it. There is a lot going on in this painting. The tunnel with the light at 
the end and an outreached hand quite clearly gets the meaning of this painting 
across but still in a very surreal way. 
Both the artists paintings show very deep emotions but like with all art, the viewer 
will probably never truly understand how the artist was feeling during the time 
they created the art. 
 
‘Recovery’ by Nicola Oliver 
I thoroughly enjoyed viewing all the amazing art this exhibition was displaying 
and I feel that I have a lot more understanding of the emotions experienced by 
people with mental health issues. I would definitely recommend this exhibition to 
art lovers, it is a much different experience to the other exhibitions I have been to 
before. 
 



Olivia Murray, aged 15 writes: 
 
This exhibition is a collection of work created by many artists (from professional 
to self taught) who had experienced or have mental heath problems from 
depression to bipolar personalities. The works/ pieces of art (abstract, fine art, 
portraits, photography and drawings) reveal much insight to their emotions, 
thoughts and personalities. Identity art exhibition is a collaboration of the Mental 
Health and City Arts. 
When I first arrived at the art exhibition, having never been to an opening before, 
I had no Idea what to expect. What it would look like? Who would be there? What 
would I feel after observing the art? The only thing that I would know is the type 
of art that would be there (but only from seeing a small preview of the pieces). 
Walking along the corridor I was amazed at the works of art, staring aimlessly 
into each peace trying to understand what it was about. It ranged from deep 
depressive vortexes, huge brush strokes slashing from side to side, to gentle, 
bright, colourful works. The concept of each painting was so diverse every piece 
left you intrigued, trying to figure it out. On the side of every art piece was a 
description of the artist and there peace E.G. Lee Van Hallam “I grew up using 
art a distraction because as a young boy I spent a long time in hospital and I had 
many painful operation”. This enabled us to understand the artist and there works 
more. One of my favourite paintings (from the exhibition) was by a lady names 
Nicola Oliver. She suffered from server depression and bipolar, shattering her 
confidence and the ability to interact with people. She used art as a means of 
escape. “2007 I fell into huge depression. Today I am well and content; and I love 
my life as a painter”. After many munities reading into her life and staring into her 
painting, I began to see clearly many meanings behind curtain aspects of the 
painting. For example, a lady crouching naked under a giant foot, cowering as if 
about to be squished. She explained that this was the people in her life who 
suppressed her because of her illnesses and used a foot to symbolise them 
coming down on her. It was so inspirational and motivating, I immediately wanted 
to want to start painting myself. 
Moving through the many people (in the exhibition) I came across paintings that I 
didn’t understand. As I stood there staring confused into the picture people would 
come up to me and ask my opinion on the art pieces I found this intriguing to 
listen to other people opinions on the peaces, some opinions divers, some 
completely the same yet all still respective of the art peaces. 
I would definitely refer on the Identity Art Exhibition, as I gives a great incite to 
the minds of people living with mental health, it definitely made me aware of 
many aspects of it. 


